
FR21 Neon 
2D Desktop Scanner

Reasons to buy: 

✴ A counter top scanner for reading barcodes from 
mobile phone screens.

✴ Ideal for loyalty codes at bars or ticket verification.

✴ A present to read feature to give user control.

✴ White light illumination plus optimum focal distance 
offers easy first time reading.

✴ Space provided for logos to be fixed to the front 
face.

The FR21 Neon is smart counter top scanner designed to 
read 2D barcodes from mobile phone screens with ease. 
Ideal for scanning loyalty codes at bars or ticket 
verification at kiosks, the 'present-to-read' feature gives 
customers the ability to self-serve where appropriate.

In order to maximise first time reading and increase 
productivity, the FR21 Neon comes with a white light 
illumination for optimal focus. Space on the device is 
provided for your clients to affix their own branding or 
apply instructions for the user.

Product Overview: 
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FR21 Neon 
2D Desktop Scanner

User friendly
Reading 1D and 2D codes from phone screens, 
first time every time, the FR21 is an ideal solution 
for mobile payment, ticket verification and 
customer loyalty.  The FR21 can tilt up to 35° to 
offer a smooth and reliable present-to-read solution 
that even a novice can master with ease.

Designed for POS
The FR21 has been specifically designed to suit a 
POS application.   Its small footprint and compact 
shape means it can sit discreetly on any counter 
top without getting in the way.   The white light 
illumination also means no distracting flashing 
lights when it is facing out into the store.

Full brand customisation
The FR21 Neon has been designed with the store 
owner or restauranteur in mind. With branding 
being so essential for businesses such as these, a 
2.8cm window has been positioned on the face of 
the scanner with a small LED backlight to visually 
enhance any label or logo that is applied.

Key Features:

Ideal for…
Mobile payments - Customer loyalty programs - Group purchase verification - Customer services desk
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